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A Comprehensive Victorian Guide to Book Illustration

1. James Shirley Hodson.
An Historical and Practical Guide to Art Illustration, in Connection with
Books, Periodicals, and General Decoration. With Numerous Specimens of
the Various Methods.
London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1884.
$1250.
First edition, featuring twenty-four specimens of modern print processes.
A printer by trade, Hodson notes that popular techniques of illustration
developed more rapidly in the 19th century than in the prior 300 years of
print history, and offers a practical guide to current methods, “including
those which are mechanical and chemical, as well as those which are based
upon the application of the discoveries of photography.” The plates include
original examples of older illustration processes (line engraving, etching),
as well as newer ones like chromolithography, zincography, heliotype, and
Woodburytype. A crisp, near-fine copy of an uncommon book.
Single volume, 8.5 x 5.5: [8], 224, [6], 32. Original blue blindstamped pebbled cloth,
spine lettered in gilt, top edge gilt, black endpapers. 24 plates, 2 mounted, 3 in color,
demonstrating different printing processes; rear ads printed in red and black. Royal
Society of Arts stamp to title page and dedication page, ink annotation to verso of
front free endpaper. Occasional stray mark to binding.

One Of the Great American Self-Portraits

2. Frances Benjamin Johnston.
“Self-Portrait as ‘New Woman.’”
Washington, DC: 1896 (image), circa 1970 (print).

$600.

Large-scale modern reproduction of American photojournalist
Johnston’s iconic self-portrait. Born into an affluent American family
in 1864, Johnston’s early photojournalism, including a risky shoot
inside Kentucky’s Mammoth Cave, made her reputation. She built her
own photography studio in Washington, where she took this theatrical
self-portrait, flouting every convention of Victorian womanhood.
Energetic and versatile, Johnston served as the White House
photographer for five presidential administrations, and produced
thousands of commissioned portraits, including famous images of
Mark Twain, Susan B. Anthony, and George Washington Carver. She
also produced studies of the Hampton and Tuskegee Institutes and
the Carlisle Indian School, and organized the first group show by
American women photographers for the Paris Exposition.
Enlarged framed reproduction, 34 x 27 inches including frame. Printed on
textured stock, mounted to backing at an early date, even inch of sun-fading
to lefthand margin of image. Recent archival framing with museum glass.

The Sequel to Up From Slavery

3. Booker T. Washington; Frances Benjamin Johnston (photographer).
Working with the Hands: Being a Sequel to “Up From Slavery.”
New York: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1904.

$225.

First edition of Booker T. Washington’s sequel to Up from Slavery, a detailed account of the curriculum of the Tuskegee Institute
in Alabama. Washington was a national advocate for “hand training,” educating African-American students for agricultural work,
domestic labor, and the trades in the decades after the Civil War.

Washington’s account of Tuskegee students building their own dormitories, making their own clothes, and harvesting their
own crops is illustrated with photographs by American photojournalist Frances Benjamin Johnston, who visited Tuskegee at
Washington’s invitation. Her large-format images celebrate the nobility of modern industrial labor, from the foundry to the fields.
Single volume, 8 x 5: x, 246. Original burgundy ribbed cloth lettered in gilt, top edge gilt, other edges uncut. Frontispiece portrait of
Washington and 31 black-and-white photographic plates throughout. Light shelfwear to binding, spine lightly sunned. Very good.

Prototype of Spinning Games That Were Never Made

4. [GAMES]; Walther Kourt Walss.
“Sample of Some Wakouwa Games” (Wakouwa-Spiele prototype).
Zurich: circa 1930s.
$950.
Pre-production prototype of the “Wakouwa-Spiele,” a series of
interchangeable game boards mounted on a revolving circular base,
produced by Swiss inventor Walther Kourt Walss for consideration
by game manufacturers overseas.
Six of those game boards are included here: “Wakouwa-Roulette,”
“Ein-Mal-Eins” (a math game), “Wakouwa-Rennen” (a racing game),
“Das Zauberschloss” (“The Enchanted Castle”), “Traubenspiel” (“The
Grape Game”) and “Rosen-Rätsel” (“The Riddle of the Rose”). Walss
is best remembered for pioneering the wooden push puppet.
Six circular color-lithographed pictorial game boards, measuring 18.25
inches in diameter, printed rectos only, with original revolving base
constructed of painted wood, felt and tin, measuring 20.5 inches square.
Cardboard lid of original inventor’s box, with ink annotations, included.
Light edgewear to several boards, with the occasional short closed tear.

An American Girl Traveling Across Europe, 1933
With Untouched Paper Doll Cutouts

5. Julia Nordell.
Little Faces from Far Places.
New York: Grosset & Dunlap, (1933).

$200.

First edition of this vividly illustrated children’s travelogue. American
girl Joanna leaves New York on an ocean liner, and spends a summer
making friends across Europe: Midsummer Eve in Sweden with
Ingeborg, toy-shopping in Germany with Gretchen, trying wooden
shoes in Holland with Toonje, taking a pig to market in Brittany with
Jeanne, throwing snowballs in the Alps with Hedwig, gypsy dancing in
Hungary with Juliska.
With seven full-color paper dolls of Joanna and her friends in national
costume, never cut. A near-fine copy of a striking book.
Quarto, 11.5 x 8.25: 78. Original black cloth spine, color pictorial paper boards
with “porthole” cut-out to upper board, color pictorial endpapers. Color
illustrations throughout, seven full-page international paper dolls printed in
full color. Ink note to final free endpaper, dated 1939; bookseller ticket to rear
pastedown. Lightest edgewear, corners bumped.

An Early Work With Meditation Exercises
for American Children

6. Aleta Baker; Gibbs Mason (illustrator).
The Spiral Road to God.
Boston: [no publisher], 1933.

$750.

First and only edition of this privately printed introduction to
Rosicrucian beliefs for families, one of the earliest books printed in
the United States to teach meditation exercises to children.
Emerging in the early 17th century, the doctrine of Rosicrucianism
incorporated a mix of ideas drawn from Christianity, Kabbalah,
and Hermeticism, inspiring many later esoteric movements, from
Freemasonry to New Age spirituality. In the late 1920s, Aleta Baker
founded The Order of the Portal, a Boston-based Rosicrucian
organization that “emphasized belief in the bisexuality of God and
the equality of woman” (Encyclopedia of American Religions).
In this book, Baker provides an introductory Rosicrucian text for
young children. Step-by-step meditation exercises, involving both
visualization and breathing, are prescribed to help children become
more receptive and attuned to God’s “broadcasting station.”

Gibbs Mason, almost certainly hired on a contract basis to illustrate Baker’s text, produces some genuinely strange drawings in an
attempt to capture her idiosyncratic cosmography.
OCLC lists only one institutional holding, at Stanford. A fine, seemingly untouched copy of a scarce book.
Single volume, 8.25 x 7: x, 170. Original full bright turquoise pictorial cloth gilt-stamped with spiral pattern on front board, peach-colored
endpapers, text and illustrations printed in blue on peach-colored paper. Illustrated with 9 full-page images and many vignettes throughout.

7. [DESIGN].
Archive of original midcentury porcelain designs.
Rome: Faro Disegni, circa 1940-1965.
$2000.
Beautiful archive of midcentury porcelain designs, each
an original hand-colored work of art, spanning a wide
variety of botanical, geometric, and figural styles.
This is a working archive: many of the images are
annotated and corrected in pencil, and themes (like the
firebird) are developed over multiple sheets.
Roman firm Faro Disegni is best known for their textile
designs; this archive testifies to their participation in
other aspects of the decorative arts.

Collection of 168 original hand-colored designs for porcelain plates, each
on a separate sheet, of various sizes: a group of 111 designs executed in
pencil, ink, and watercolor on heavy paper, most measuring 14.5 x 13
inches, and a smaller group of 57 sketches, executed primarily in pencil
and crayon on onionskin, measuring less than 12 inches square. Most
designs labeled “Faro Disegni” and numbered in ink; a few designs
mounted, many marked in pencil with annotations in French and
English. Housed in two chemises within a custom clamshell box.

Duchamp Interpreted by Richard Hamilton,
With A Presentation Card from the Dedicatees

8. Marcel Duchamp; Richard Hamilton (designer); George Heard Hamilton
(translator); [William and Noma Copley].
The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Even.
(London): Percy Lund, Humphries & Co., (1960).
$650.
First edition of this English translation and typographical interpretation of
Marcel Duchamp’s Green Box, a collection of ninety-three notes related to his
ambitious sculpture The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Even (The Large
Glass), assembled between 1915 and 1923.
A decade after the sculpture’s completion, Duchamp oversaw the first printed
edition of Green Box, with each of his original notes meticulously reproduced
in collotype, hand-torn to size, and issued loose.
Pop artist Richard Hamilton produced this English translation of Green
Box, using typography and graphic design to communicate the variety of the
original collection in a new format. Duchamp praised the result: “We are
crazy about the book. Your labour of love has given birth to a monster of
veracity and a crystalline [transubstantiation] of the French Green Box.”

Laid into this copy is a presentation card from the edition’s dedicatees
Bill and Noma Copley. A longtime friend of Duchamp, Bill Copley was
a noted American painter, art dealer and collector, whose circle also
included Man Ray, Max Ernst, and René Magritte.
A near-fine copy, with an excellent Surrealist association.

Octavo, 9 x 6: [122]. Original green paper boards lettered in black and
white dots. Text printed in black, orange, and blue. Illustrated with
photolithographed annotations and vignettes, full-page drawings, diagrams,
and photographs of Duchamp’s work (including one folding plate). Inscribed
presentation card from dedicatees Bill and Noma Copley laid in. Top two
inches of front board sunned, lightest edgewear.
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